In many domains of cognitive processing there is strong support for bottom-up priority and delayed top-down (contextual) integration. We ask whether this applies to supra-lexical context that could potentially constrain lexical access. Previous findings of early context integration in word recognition have typically used constraints that can be linked to pair-wise conceptual relations between words. Using an artificial lexicon, we found immediate integration of syntactic expectations based on pragmatic constraints linked to syntactic categories rather than words: phonologically similar ''nouns" and ''adjectives" did not compete when a combination of syntactic and visual information strongly predicted form class. These results suggest that predictive context is integrated continuously, and that previous findings supporting delayed context integration stem from weak contexts rather than delayed integration.
Introduction
Spoken word recognition is remarkably efficient. In under a second, ''The doctor treated the sick patient", is easily understood, despite the flow of 24 phonemes, selection of six words from a vocabulary of thousands, and resolution of syntactic ambiguity at the words sick and patient, each of which could be an adjective or a noun. The efficiency of spoken word recognition depends in part on rapid integration of multiple sources of information. In addition to the incoming signal, the preceding linguistic context is a rich source of potential constraints.
One influential theoretical approach posits that contextual constraints serve primarily to evaluate candidate hypotheses generated from the bottom-up match between speech and potential lexical candidates. This ''access-selection" framework predicts that, with the possible exception of lexical priming, contextual constraints are not immediately integrated with bottom-up input (Marslen-Wilson, 1987; Marslen-Wilson, 1990) . Rather, there is a lag during which lexical activation depends solely on goodness of fit to the input. On the alternative view of ''continuous integration", contextual constraints affect the earliest moments of processing, with lexical activation jointly determined by all available bottom-up and top-down constraints (e.g., Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 2002) . Dahan and Tanenhaus (2004) reported support for continuous integration using the visual world eye tracking paradigm (Allopenna, Magnuson, & Tanenhaus, 1998; Cooper, 1974; Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995) . They examined verb-based thematic constraints, and found that semantic relatedness between verbs and subsequent nominal arguments prevented fixations to context-inappropriate phonological competitors of nouns. Many other studies support continuous integration with methods ranging from cross-modal priming (Tabossi, Colombo, & Job, 1987; Tabossi & Zardon, 1993) to event-related potentials (Connolly & Phillips, 1994; Delong, Urbach, & Kutas, 2005; van Berkum, Zwitserlood, Hagoort, & Brown, 2003; van den Brink, Brown, & Hagoort, 2001; Van Petten, Coulson, Rubin, Plante, & Parks, 1999) . However, constraints in these studies can be linked to pair-wise conceptual relatedness of words (e.g., verbs and nouns in Dahan and Tanenhaus (2004) . Therefore, such results might arise from pre-established semantic relatedness and could be explained by semantic priming. A constraint tied to more abstract syntactic features might
